Supporting desert racers since 1967
Mag 7 is preparing to assist you in the upcoming 2015 SCORE Baja 1000 race.
This race is a “loop race” starting and finishing in Ensenada and we expect it to be a full 1000 miles.
We support ALL classes of race vehicle. We will have 16-18 full-support pits spaced at 55-60 mile intervals. Each is
equipped to fuel both high octane or pre-mix with OUR OWN dry breaks, jazz cans, and 11-gallon dump cans. Race
radios tuned to 153.380 are used to communicate with racers. We monitor Weatherman as conditions permit.
We will have representative's on-site in Ensenada for spares drop off beginning mid-day, Tues. 17 Nov. Our Pit
Captains and crew's will need to depart no later than noon on Fri. 20 Nov. to safely drive to assigned pit
locations.
Costs for service are as follows:
Full-service ALL CLASSES: $900.00
Emergency-only, ALL CLASSES: $400.00
The difference between Full / Emergency is that we will carry any and all spares you give us, and we will purchase
and haul your fuel, as you specify, to every pit location.
Our race application can be found on our web-site.
Annual Membership dues are required. We are a non-profit LLC and this brings you under our banner as a member.
Fuel is purchased from VP-Amber racing. Tell us what octane, how many gallons you want, at what pit, and it will be
there!
UN-used fuel cannot be transported back to the USA
Pit locations by Race-mile and common name will be available on our web-site www.mag7race.com once the course
map is made public.
We will have Mag-7 signs posted 1 mile and ¼ mile before our pit, and a large banner will also be up at the pit itself.
What do you get for your money?
1.
2.
3.
4.

An experienced crew who are there to help you race on!
Hand tools, power tools, welder, C02, jacks, electrical power etc.
Vital fluids such as oils and lubes.
Spares that you have given to us. Tires, filters, parts, food... give it to us, we will transport and stage it
where you tell us.
5. Fuel. Charged separately. (cost announced by VP).Tell us how much, what kind, where you want it
and we will purchase it directly from VP and haul it all for you.
6. Radio service with Weatherman and, depending on conditions, pit-to-pit and racer to pit.
Why have Mag-7 provide your Pit support?

1. This is what we love to do. We have been supporting Baja racers for 45 years and are always where you
need us, when you need us.
2. Reduce YOUR logistics and support costs dramatically.
3. Reduce the man-power needed for your support. Use us to support you and solve your en-route, racerelated repairs.
4. Reduce or eliminate the stress and safety issues associated with “chasing”.
5. MAG-7 members are dedicated to your Baja racing success. MAG-7 is your best choice for racing support.
Contact Mag7 Race Director through our web site at www.mag7race.com
or call 619-575-2565

